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MEN’S LINE

this line is the line with which Fisiocosmetica represents the Italian man style in 
the world.
Italian man favors practicality, elegance and quality.
All these virtues are enclosed in our specic line for the man that you will nd 
below.
A line made with the best raw materials, the best water and which aims with 
its quality to solve every problem or need of modern man.
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Regardless of the problem you are facing, TO BE RESOLUTIVE, YOU MUST BE SPECIFIC.
THEREFORE, you CHECK THE SCALP OF THE SUBJECT TO BE TREATED.
If it is red, a calming and soothing lotion is needed.
If it is clear you can stimulate it with an alcoholic lotion.
I know you will be specic and winning!



falling lotion

fall lotion

FALL LOTION

falling lotion

hair loss line

hair loss line

Fall lotion helps prevent hair loss.
The substances contained in it help 
to keep the scalp in optimal
hygienic conditions,allowing the hair 
to retain their natural nourishment.
With extract of Achillea, essential oil 
of Thymus and other essential oils, 
this lotion has a stimulating effect
on the scalp, accelerates the 
replacement and nourishes the skin.
Bottle: 100 ml

With our line, all the customers have the real possibility to solve, eliminating or mitigating this 
problem. We use the essential oils of Thyme, Lavander, Rosemary etc..
In all cases of reddened scalp you can use our lotion and our washing complex and after 
three months you can see the good result.



FALL SHAMPOO

fall shampoo

hair loss line

Fall shampoo is a washing complex
 that helps prevent hair loss.
Its stimulating action and the 
contained essential oils place it at the 
highest quality levels when facing hair 
loss on light skin.
Bottle: 250 ml



DANDRUFF LOTION

dandruff lotion

fall lotion

dandruff lotion

dandruff line

dandruff line

Dandruff lotion is a lotion in oil 
indicated for the treatment 
of dandruff.
It is a soothing lotion that helps 
eliminate dandruff.
It removes the dry particles of 
dandruff without attacking the skin.
It contains Thyme and Lavander 
essential oils, both with excellent
fungicidal actions.
Bottle: 100 ml

Also in this case the resolution of the problem is certain. We use a soothing oil in the case of 
scalp with dry dandruff, which gently removes.
In case the problem is more complex and with redness, we suggest the same oil but must be 
applied daily.



DANDRUFF SHAMPOO

dandruff shampoo

dandruff line

Dandruff shampoo is a washing 
complex with high detergent properties 
and emollients. Regular use contributes 
to removal and the reduction of the
dandruff. It contains Thyme and Lavander 
essential oils, both with excellent
fungicidal actions.
Bottle: 250 ml



OILY HAIR LOTION

oily hair lotion

fall lotion

oily hair lotion
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oily hair line

Oily hair lotion is a pre-washing
sebum-balancing lotion used in 
case of sebum excess. It has a 
purifying action on the scalp 
removing and cleansing the 
impurities from the skin. It helps
in eliminating the oily skin without
interfering with the normal organic
functions.
Bottle: 100 ml

This anomaly is very frequent in both men and women.
Excessive secretion of the sebaceous gland prdouces greasy hair, which are heavy and 
sometimes smelly. Very often this is due to a bad diet, stress, wrong shampoo or wrong 
treatments. We always treat this anomaly with essential oils and very delicate surfactants. 
We use depending on preparations, essential oils of nettle, orange, lavender and sage. 



OILY HAIR SHAMPOO

oily hair shampoo

oily hair line

Oily hair shampoo is a washing complex 
suitable for sweaty, greasy and sticky hair.
The constant use of this washing complex 
will bring the scalp at the optimal hygienic 
conditions with soft and shiny hair.
Bottle: 250 ml





OTHERS

silver shampoo

Silver shampoo is a cosmetic product to eliminate 
white and blonde hair. 
It remove and eliminate yellow, straw yellow pigments.
Bottle: 250 ml

Body wash Ideal for a fresh and fragrant shower.
The formulation is made with very delicate raw material, 
therefore suitable also for children. 
Bottle: 250 ml

Beard shampoo gently removes impurities and 
unpleasant scents from beard. 
It refreshes, moisturizes and prevents the dryness. 
It shines and protects the beard, leaving it pleasantly
scented and soft.
Bottle: 250 ml

Pre/after beard soft and silky cream, ideal for
all types of skin.
With its particular formulation, it moisturizes and
softens the beard leaving it scented.
Bottle: 150 ml





FINISH

The uid gel is a uid without rinsing.
It makes the hair elastic, giving style and shine.
Apply even while drying by working the
hair with hands,
then proceed to the desired drying.
Bottle: 250 ml

Spray gel is a modern gel without gas,
ideal for nishing modern hairstyles.
The rain effect improves form and design
given to the hairstyle.
It gives a pleasant wet effect, without
weight your hair
It must be applied to the dry hair.
Bottle: 250 ml

fluid gel

finish





strong gel

matt wax

FINISH

Normal gel use of this gel improves 
the tightness of free hairstyles.
It’s model your hair like never before. 
It is ideal for "wet effect": it is non-greasy, 
does not weigh down and leaves no residue
of dust. It does not contain alcohol.
Bottle: 250 ml

Strong gel model your hair like never before.
Strong sealing gel to create clear, 
precise and shiny shapes. 
Bottle: 250 ml

Silver gel is formulated to counteract
the appearance of yellowish shades.
Bottle: 100 ml

Matt wax build and create your look with 
sharp and well-dened shapes. Matte effect.
Applying a small quantity of product to both 
wet and dry hair, you can obtain a disheveled 
effect or dene the desired fold.
Bottle: 100 ml

Shiny wax ensures a very sculpted look from 
super-bright nishing with medium hold and 
long-lasting effectiveness. This formula is suitable 
for curly, full-bodied hair for both short and 
medium-long cuts. 
Bottle: 100 ml
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SHOWCASE



FISIOCOSMETICA SRL
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